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Abstract

This paper deals with the solving of transportation problem in which a vehicle moves along a
hamiltonian path with a decreasing charge for supplying the demands of a given set of
consumers. The transportation cost is an affine function depending of the carried charge. The
order to reach the consumers that minimizes the transportation cost must be found. This
problem is NP-hard. It is proposed a heuristic method that combines a genetic algorithm with
embryonic chromosomes with a branch and bound technique. In this way, the evolving
mechanism operates with subsets of solutions rather than individual ones. The hybrid genetic
algorithm explores a population of embryonic and adult chromosomes. The exploration of the
state space tree organizations of solutions, that is specific to branch & bound, interleaves with
the exploring of total solutions as a standard genetic algorithm does. A specific growing
operator acts with a given probability in order to transform the embryonic chromosomes into
adult ones. When geographic coordinates of the locations are available, the mutation and
growing operators act on vicinities of the nodes. The size of these vicinities is smaller as the
evolution advances and an effect similar to that of simulated annealing is induced. When the
fitness function is applied to an embryonic chromosome it behaves like the estimate function
used by the branch & bound techniques with the least cost strategy. A mechanism able to
capture the intrinsic clustering information existing in the set of consumers is used in order to
take benefit of the phase transition effect. The performance of the hybrid genetic algorithm
regarding the solutions quality and the required computing time is experimentally investigated
and reported.

Keywords: genetic algorithm, branch & bound, transportation problem, hamiltonian
circuit.
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Introduction
This paper addresses a transportation problem in
which a vehicle has to supply a set of consumers with
known demands. It starts from a unique warehouse
charged with the whole demand, passes exactly once
through each client delivering the corresponding
demand and returns at the starting point. The
transportation cost between two locations depends on
the unitary cost between them and the weight of the
transported charge plus the weight of the empty
vehicle. The problem is to find a hamiltonian circuit
that minimizes the total transportation cost. This
problem generalizes the well-known travelling
salesman (TSP) and it is on its turn NP-hard. Since the
cost of traversing and edge ),( jie =  depends on its
position in the path this problems will be called time-
dependent transportation problem (TDTP). The TDTP
presents its own interest but it is contained as a critical
subproblem in different variants of the vehicle routing
problem [5]. In the second case, the fast and accurate
solving of this problem is very important especially
when it is invoked many times for computing the
fitness function a genetic algorithm that is used for
solving the main problem.

Some previous methods based on pure and hybrid
genetic algorithms are presented in [2], [3], [4]. Some
successful graftings of a branch at bound method on a
genetic algorithm are reported in [2], [6], [7] and
include the solving of difficult combinatorial
problems. This paper presents a new combination of  a
genetic algorithm with a branch & bound technique
for TDTP. This heuristic combines the best features of
each of the components and its performance is better
than those of the previous methods with respect to
both solution quality and computing time. This new
hybrid metohd uses embrionic representation and this
ensures a better exploration of the search space at the
beginning of the evolution when a large set of
incipient solutions can be hosted. The fitness of the
each individual combines the cost induced by the
embrionic chromosome with the score given for the
unknown part of the chromosome by the estimate
function used by the branch & bound technique.

Section 2 contains the statement of the problem. In
section 3, an outline of the branch & bound method
which is grafted on the genetic algorithm and the way
to compute lower bound for the transportation cost are
presented. The main components of the hybrid genetic
algorithm with embrionic chromosomes are described
in section 4. The results of the experimental
investigation done for tuning the parameters and
estimating the performances of the hybrid genetic
algorithm are presented in section 5. Last section
summarizes the work.

2. Statement of the problem

Consider the digraph ),( AVG = , where
},...,1,0{ nV =  is the set of vertices and A  is the set of

arcs. The vertices n,...,1  represent the consumers and
“ 0 ”denotes the depot. The integer )(id  is the demand
of consumer i , whereas )0(d  is the weight of the
empty vehicle. The quantity )(...)0( nddD ++= is
the total charge.
For each Aji ∈),( , the positive integer ),cost( ji  is
the unitary cost of transportation from i  to j . The
cost of transporting charge r  (including )0(d ) from
i  to j  is ),cost(),;( jirjirc ∗= .
Let ]0,,...,,0[ 1 nxxx =  the hamiltonian circuit starting
from 0, passing through nxx ,...,1  and ending at 0. The
cost of this circuit is

+= ),0;()( 1xDcxC
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The delivering activity along a tour is illustrated in
Fig.1.
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Fig. 1 Delivering along a hamiltonian circuit

If H  is the set of hamiltonian circuits in G , then
TDTP requires the finding of Hx ∈∗  for which

)()( * xCxC ≤ , Hx∈∀)( . TSP is a special case of
TDTP corresponding to 0)( =id , ni ,...,0=  and since
TSP is NP-hard, TDTP is NP-hard, too.

3. Branch & bound technique for TDSP-an outline

In this section, the main components of a branch &
bound approach for TDSP that are used for
hybridizing a genetic algorithm are presented.

3. 1. Outline of the technique
The branch & bound technique ([8]) requires the
organization of the space of solutions H  as a tree,
denoted by T . The root r  of T  corresponds to H
whereas each terminal node of T  corresponds to an
individual solution Hx∈ . A node v  which is neither
terminal nor the root of T  is associated with a simple
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path ],...,[ 1 kxxx =  in G  and corresponds to the
subset )(xH of all hamiltonian circuits having

],...,[ 1 kxxx =  as prefix of length k . The branch  &
bound technique uses an estimate function

+→ ZTe :  that satisfies )()( yCxe = , when
)(}{ xHy =  and x is terminal node in T , and

)}(/)(min{)( xHyyCxe ∈≤ for any non-terminal
node. The branching rules allow the growing of T
starting from the root and according to the least cost
strategy that indicates to branch a node v  with the
prefix x  if )(xe  reaches the minimum of estimate
function values computed for all active nodes of T . A
descendent of v  corresponds to an extension

],,...,[' 1 zxxx k=  of the prefix x  with exactly one
vertex z  which does not belong to x  and is
accessible from kx . Then, node v  is deleted from the
set of active nodes and its children become active
nodes.
The search stops when a terminal node in T  has the
minimum estimate function values among the active
nodes in T .

3.2. Defining the estimate function
Consider a prefix ],...,[ 1 kyyy =  of the set )(yH  of
hamiltonian circuits. In order to have a more accurate
estimation of the minimum cost of solutions in )(yH ,
the estimation function e  is taken as

)()()( 21 yeyeye += ,

where )(1 ye  is the transportation cost on the path
],...,,0[ 1 kyy  and )(2 ye  is a lower bound of the cost

for supplying the consumers },...,{\ 1 kyyV  and the
returning at “0”. Clearly,

+= ),0;(cos)( 11 yDtxe

∑ ∑−

= = +−
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The way to obtain lower bounds used to define the
term 2e  of the estimate function is described below.

3.2.1. Transporter oriented lower bound
Let ],...,[ 1 kyyy =  the prefix under evaluation and
consider a permutation of the consumers having y  as
prefix, ],...,,,...,[ 11 nkk zzyyy += . Denote by

)(...)()0()( 1 kk zdzddyq +++= +  the charge to be
transported from ky  for delivering (in any order) the
demands of nk zz ,...,1+ .

The following cases are considered:

(i). For nk =  define )0,(cos)0()('
2 nztdye = .

(ii). If 1−= nk compute
++= − ),(cost)]()0([)( 1

'
2 nnn zyzddye

        )0,(cost)0( nzd+ .
(iii). If  2−= nk  take

++= − )()0(min{()( 1
'
2 nzddye

          ++ − ),(cost))( 1nkn zyzd
                   ( ) +++ − ),(cost)()0( 1 nnn zzzdd
                    ),0,(cost)0( nzd+
                     ( ) +++ − ),(cost)()()0( 1 nknn zyzdzdd

   ( ) +++ −− ),(cost)()0( 11 nnn zzzdd
    )}0,(cost)0( 1−+ nzd

(iv). For 2−< nk  the following procedure is applied.
Compute a lower bound of the costs to enter the set of
consumers }0{},...,{\)( 1 ∪= kyyVyV  given by

},...,1/),(costmin{)()()1(
2 nkjzyyqye jk +==

and a lower bound of the costs to leave )(yV  for
returning at “0”

},...,1/)0,(costmin{)0()()3(
2 nkjzdye j +== .

In order to obtain a lower bound of the costs for
moving inside )(yV , consider that  )(1,..., knkk −++ ξξ  is

a permutation of )(yV  that sorts the consumers in the
descending order of their demands, namely

)(...)()( )(21 knkkk ddd −+++ ≥≥≥ ξξξ . Denote by

11,..., −−knww  the smallest 1−− kn  unitary costs
among the intermediate costs, ),(cost hj zz ,

nkhj ,...,1, += , hj ≠ . Then a lower bound of the
transportation costs inside )(yV  is given by

j

kn

j

j

h
hk wdyqye ∑ ∑

−−

= =
+−=

1

1 1

)2(
2 ))()(()( ξ .

The way to construct of the lower bound )()2(
2 ye  is

shown in Fig. 2.

0w1 wn-k-1

ξk+1 ξk+2 ξ −1n ξn

zk=yk

Fig. 2 Ideal path corresponding to )()2(
2 ye

Finally, for 2−< nk , it is obtained

)()()()( )3(
2

)2(
2

)1(
2

'
2 yeyeyeye ++= .

The parts of the total estimated cost addressed to
different lower bounds are depicted in Fig.3.
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Fig. 3 Lower bounds for different segments of the
delivering path

3.2.2. Consumer oriented lower bound
For nkn ≤≤− 2 , this bound  is computed bu
applying the procedure described in section 3.2.1. For

2−< nk , let us consider again the permutation
],...,,,...,[ 11 nkk zzyyy +=  having the prefix

],...,[ 1 kyyy = . The cost of the path
]0,,...,[ 1 nkkk zzyz +=  is

 +−= ∑∑
−

+=
−

+=
− ))()((),(cost)(

1

1
1

1
12

j

kh
j

n

kj
jj zdxqzzyc

)0()0,(cost dzn+ .

Rearranging the terms in )(2 xe  and taking 01 =+nz ,
it is obtained that

∑∑ −

= +
+

+=
=

1
1

1

12 ),(cost)()(
j

kh hh
n

kj j zzzdyc .

Denote by ),(* jic  the cost of shortest path from i  to
j  in G , where the weights of edges are the unitary

costs. Since ],...,[ 1 jkkk zzyz +=  is a path from ky  to

jz , it follows that

∑ −

= + ≥
1 *

1 ),(),(cos
j

kh jkhh zyczzt , 1,...,1 ++= nkj .

Therefore,

∑ +

+=
=

1

1
*''

2 ),()(
n

kj jkj zyczde

is a consumer-oriented lower bound of the solutions
having y  as prefix. The meaning of ''

2e  is explained
in Fig.4.

0zk+1 zk+2 zn

zk=yk

c*(yk,0)

c*(yk,zn)

c*(yk,zk+2)

c*(yk,zk+1)

Fig. 4 The structure of the lower bound ''
2e

3.2.3. A simplier lower bound
Further, a new lower bound to )(2 xc  is described for

2−< nk .  This bound is less accurate but it requires a
smaller amount of computing time.
Compute

)(1
2 ye=α ,

},,...,1,/),(costmin{ hjnkhjzz hj ≠+==β
and

)(3
2 ye=γ .

If nk ξξ ,...,1+  is a permutation of )(yV  that sorts the
remaining consumers in descending order of their
demands, then it is obvious that

[ ]∑ +=
+−−+≥

n

kj j kjdyc
12 )1()()( βαξ

        [ ] )()1()0( 2 yeknd ′′′=+−−++ γβα .

Finally,
)}(),(),(max{)( '''

2
"
2

'
22 yeyeyeye =

defines a lower bound which is closer to the minimum
cost than each individual bound e′ , e ′′ , e ′′′ .

4. Memetic algorithm

The main components of the combination of a genetic
algorithm ([9]) with the above outlined branch &
bound method are described below.

4.1. Solution representation
Since branch & bound methods operate with partial
solutions corresponding to the nodes of the state space
tree, the chromosome is a simple path ],...,,0[ 1 kxx  in
G  where }0{\,...,1 Vxx k ∈ , nk ≤≤1 , which is
simply denoted by ],...,[ 1 kxxx = .

As mentioned before, HxH ⊂)(  is the set of all
hamiltonian circuits having the prefix

],...,,0[ 1 kxxx = . The memetic algorithm operates
with sets )(xH  of incompletely specified solutions
instead of individual solutions. The chromosome x
with nk <  is called embryonic whereas for nk =  it
is an adult chromosome.

4.2. Initial population
Four sources are used to create the initial population.
First, 1p  percent of initial population is randomly by
generated.

If geographical distance is available, then another
percent 2p  of individuals are generated using a
mobile vicinity ),( 0RvN  of center v  and radius 0R .
One starts from “0” and 1y  is randomly selected from

),0( RN . Then the center of the vicinity is moved to
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1y  and 2y  is selected from ),( 00 RyN , and so on,
until the length of the prefix is reached.

Under the same assumption, a percent 3p  of
individuals are generated to have an imprint of the
clustering information contained by the set of
consumers.  For this, a random number K in the range

]5/,4[ n  is chosen and a clustering of V  with K
clusters KCC ,...,1  as produced using a simple
algorithm like c -means [10]. Denote by hw  the center
of hC , Kh ,...,1= . The clusters are relabeled such
that 10 C∈ , and

(( jhhh wwww −≤− +1 , nhj ,...,1+= ),

1,...,1 −= nh ),

where .  denotes the Euclidean distance in 2R .

Then, for a given length of a chromosome, one
consider random permutations of clusters ,..., 21 CC
and these permutations are concatenated (in this order)
to form the initial individuals capturing the clustering
information.

A percent 4p  of the initial individuals is obtained
from the optimal paths corresponding to the optimal
costs ),0(* jc , nj ,...,1= . Since these optimal paths
are simple, they can be used as a genetic material. For
the sake of efficiency, only the optimal path
containing more then 10/n  arcs are included in the
initial population. The Floyd-Warshall algorithm [11,
p.558] was applied to find the optimal costs and the
corresponding optimal paths.

Appropriate values of these percents are: %101 ≅p ,
%15103 −≅p , if 50≥n  then %1054 −≅p

otherwise %20104 −≅p , and finally,
)(100 4312 pppp ++−= .

4.3. Fitness function
A branch & bound algorithm explores a population of
candidate partial solutions that covers the entire set of
solution and guides its search using the estimate
function. Therefore, it is natural and consistent with
the optimization goal to use the estimate function as a
fitness function. On the other hand, observe that
during the first stages of the search when the length of
embryos is small, 2e -part of estimate function plays a
major role, whereas toward the end of the search 1e -
part is decisive in the guiding the search because the
contribution of 2e  is rather modest. In order to
reinforce this behavior it is used fitness function,
defined by

)()()( 21 xe
n

knxe
n
kxfit −

+= ,

where ],...,[ 1 kxxx = , nk ≤≤1 . Remark that
)}(),(max{)()}(),(min{ 2121 xexexfitxexe ≤≤  and

for nk = )()( 1 xexfit = , thus )(xfit  satisfies the
requirements imposed to an estimate function.

4.4. Genetic operators

A combination between the usual mutual exchange
operator and the vicinity rule is adopted as mutation
operator. A random vertex v  in the chromosome is
selected. Afterwards, a second vertex u  is randomly
chosen from the remaining positions of the
chromosome that belong to ),( RvN . Finally, u  and v
are interchanged. Let 0r  be the minimum distance
between two consumers. The value of R  decreases
from 0R  to 0r  as the evolution advances. The action
of the mutation operator is illustrated in Fig. 5.

v v

u u

N(v,R) N(v,R)

R R

after mutatiombeforer mutatiom

Fig. 5 Interchanging of nodes v  and u  by mutation

Due to the specific of problem, the crossover must
preserve the relative order of genes. It was adopted the
mixed strategy to use one point crossover for the first
half of the evolution stages and a two-point crossover
for the remaining stages. Whenever such a mutation is
applied, excepting the first segment of genes, every
remaining segment is completed so that each offspring
is a simple path.

Since in the final of the search process a fully
specified solution must be found, a growing operator
is successively applied for completing an embryo until
it become adult. If ],...,[ 1 kxxx =  is the path to be
completed with 1+kx  then

\),(1 RxNx kk ∈+ },...,{ 1 kxx

and
≤− ++ ))()((),cost( 11 kkkk xdxqxx

))()((),cost( vdxqvx kk − , },...,{\),()( 1 kk xxRxN∈∀ .

This choice is suggested by a greedy approach. This
approach uses as optimizations measure the
minimization of the cost of the charge that is not used
for supplying the added node. If no selection is
possible then R  must be higher. This choice is
illustrated in Fig.6.
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xk

xk+1

xk-1x10

N(xk,R)
R

Fig. 6 Adding 1+kx to the prefix ],...,[ 1 kxx

Mutation, crossover and growing are applied with
prescribed probabilities mπ , cπ  and gπ  respectively.

4.5. Population management
The mating pool consists in the first 40% of the best
individuals. Since the population uses limited memory
resources, the numbers of chromosomes can be higher
when their lengths are smaller. The hybrid algorithm
uses a decreasing population size and is based on a
generational approach. The new individuals generated
by mutation, crossover and growing are evaluated by
the fitness function. An elitist selection is applied to
decide the individuals entering the next generation.
The search stops when the population has only adult
chromosomes and the average of fitness values
stagnates for a prescribed number of successive
generations.

5. Parameters tuning and performance evaluation

The tests were made using a generator of random
instances having an apparent clustering structure.

The experiments showed that the appropriate values of
probabilities of genetic operators are 1.0≈mπ ,

3.025.0 −=cπ  and 15.01.0 −=gπ . A decrease of
the radius R  from half of the maximal distance
between two consumers and 0r  along 1000 of
evolution stages produced better results than a
constant value of R .

It was experimentally shown that capturing the
intrinsic clustering information of data improves the
results with about 5-8% and accelerates the search.

Another group of tests executed on artificial instances
with apparent optimal solution showed that, the better
the clusters separation, the closer the results will be to
the optimal solutions. The costs of the found solutions
are 5-8% greater than the optimal costs.

Another interesting observation is that the algorithm
could be stopped as soon as an adult chromosome
having the best fitness value was found since the
improvement produced after this moment are in
general modest. For problem instances having
between 50 and 110 consumers, the algorithm
consumed 500-700 generation before stopping its

activity. The starting value of the population size was
300 of individuals whereas the final value was 50.

The solutions produced by this algorithm are with 10-
15% better than those produced by the techniques in
[3].

6. Conclusions and further research

The paper presented a new hybrid genetic algorithm
resulted from a combination with a branch & bound
technique for solving a transportation problem with
variable charge along hamiltonian circuits. The
proposed algorithm has a good performance with
respect to the quality of solutions and the computing
time.

Further research concerns the design of a segregative
version of the hybrid algorithm that is able to exploit
better the existence of multiple local optima.
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